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Abstract—Triple-Level Cell (TLC) NAND Flash memory at, and
below, 20nm (nanometer) is still largely unexplored by researchers,
and with the ever more commonplace existence of Flash in consumer
and enterprise applications there is a need for such gaps in knowledge
to be filled. At the time of writing, there was little published data
or literature on TLC, and more specifically reliability testing, with
a further emphasis on both endurance and retention. This paper
will give an introduction to NAND Flash memory, followed by an
overview of the relevant current research on the reliability of Flash
memory, along with the planned future work which will provide
results to help characterise the reliability of TLC memory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

UP until relatively recently spinning hard disk drives

were the most common form of permanent data storage.

However, this space is now being rapidly filled by Solid State

Drives (SSD’s), which use NAND Flash memory for storage.

Flash memory is non-volatile, meaning that it does not lose

data when the power source is removed. It has a complex

memory cell structure, which means it can be written to, and

erased, by electrical methods [1]. It was called Flash because

the data could be erased very quickly - in a flash [2].

Important reliability metrics with regards to Flash memory

are endurance and retention. Endurance is a measure of how

many program/erase (P/E) cycles a cell can endure before

failure [3]. The endurance values vary between device types

and also between manufacturers. Common values for Single

Level Cell (SLC) can be 100,000, for Multi-Level Cell (MLC)

can be 5,000-10,000, while for Triple Level Cell (TLC) it can

be as little as 500 P/E cycles.

Retention is a measure of how long a device can retain

settings without being refreshed. According to the JEDEC

specification [4] for Flash, these figures should be 1 year for

100% of the maximum cycle count, and 10 years for 10% of

the maximum cycle count. This means that if a Flash device

is cycled to 100% of its maximum P/E cycle count, then it

has to keep the data for 1 year, and if it’s cycled at only 10%,

then it has to keep the data for 10 years.

P/E cycling creates significant endurance and retention

problems which cause the eventual wearout of all Flash

memory devices [1]. The physics of Flash mean that the
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electrical stress associated with changing state are the most

common cause of threshold voltage (Vth) disturbances [5].

The Vth of a cell is the gate voltage at which it is turned on,

and disturbances can occur due to such things as degradation

in the tunnel oxide, cell-to-cell interference, and electron

leakage. Several methods are employed to combat this wearout

mechanism, including Wear Leveling and Error Correction

Codes (ECCs), all of which are carried out by the Flash

memory controller. This controller creates a single error free

data stream from multiple NAND devices and hides the

complexity of doing so from the user. It is typically comprised

of a host interface and a Flash File System (FFS).

Wear Leveling is required because, without it, data may

be continually updated in the same location, leaving other

locations less-frequently updated, or not used at all. This

can lead to specific, frequently updated blocks wearing out

prematurely. To prevent this, the usage of all pages must

be kept as level as possible. ECCs are used to correct read

errors and are executed from the spare area of the memory.

There are many types of ECC, but the most well-known

are Reed-Solomon and Bose & Ray-Chaudhuri (BCH) [6].

Current generation TLC NAND devices require more even

more powerful ECC, such as low-density parity-check (LDPC)

codes, which have the ability to use soft information from

multiple reads to help correct errors [7]–[9]. While performing

read operations, ECCs are required to deal with various issues

including noise, Vth disturbances, retention, and related errors.

They are used to increase both endurance and retention of the

Flash.

II. BACKGROUND

There are two distinct types of Flash memory - NOR and

NAND. NOR provides fast random memory read access and so,

is used to store code and parameter data, because it guarantees

100% good bits [10]. Random access means the memory can

be directly addressed and data can be found in any order,

anywhere. As shown in Fig. 1, each cell is connected to both

the bit and source line, facilitating random access. NAND is

better for applications that need serial read access, whereas

NOR is better when random read access is required. NAND

does allow random access but data access is slower than NOR

[10], due to the requirement to read an entire page of data

(x bytes) at a time. Random write has been shown to be as

fast on raw NAND Flash as serial write access, but slower on

Solid State Devices (SSDs) [11].
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Serial access facilitates data extraction by passing the data

through the rest of the cells in the string, which are put into

pass mode, by turning all the cells on. This allows access

to the required cell. All cells on a Word Line must be read

together and form a page of data, as shown in Fig. 2. This

diagram shows that each bit line is shared by a string of cells,

therefore allowing serial access. NAND is denser and cheaper

than NOR, so has taken over for use in data storage, memory

cards, mobile phones and SSDs - where the cost per bit is

critical. This fact, along with increased demand for smaller

devices, has caused the NAND Flash market to grow to over

$8.5 billion in just the third quarter of 2014 alone [12], with

TLC expected to account for more than 65% of the market by

2018 [13].

Fig. 1 NOR Flash Architecture

Fig. 2 NAND Flash Architecture

Both NOR and NAND are based on a Floating Gate (FG)

technology consisting of a MOS (Metal Oxide Silicon) Field

Effect Transistor or MOSFET. The MOS structure has three

layers - the Metal layer is the control gate, the Oxide layer

holds the floating gate, and the Silicon layer.

The floating gate is isolated from the silicon layer by the

oxide layer surrounding it. The electrons are tunneled through

this oxide layer, as shown in Fig. 3. Once a charge is added to

the floating gate by a programming operation, it is permanently

stored there until an erase operation is performed [14], [15].

The effect of these program and erase operations is to change

the Vth of the cell.

Fig. 3 Floating Gate

NOR is programmed by channel-hot-electron (CHE)

injection and erased by Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling [14].

Programming by CHE involves accelerating electrons through

the channel between source and drain. These electrons have

enough energy to get over the oxide barrier and into the

floating gate. Erasing by FN involves applying a high negative

voltage to the cell gate with respect to the substrate. This

results in the electrons being pulled from the floating gate

into the substrate. NAND memory uses FN tunneling for

programming and erasing. Programming involves applying a

high positive voltage to the cell gate with respect to the

substrate. The electrons are then pulled from the substrate into

the floating gate.

Within the NAND Flash family, there are three distinct types

of memory. SLC (Single Level Cell) can store only 1 bit of

data per cell, and can be either programmed (0) or erased (1),

as shown in Fig. 4 (a). MLC (Multi-level Cell) stores 2 bits of

data per cell in 4 levels - 00 Fully Programmed, 01 Partially

Programmed, 10 Partially Erased, 11 Fully Erased, as detailed

in Fig. 4 (b).

Finally, TLC (Triple Level Cell) stores 3 bits of data per

cell in 8 levels, ranging from 000 Fully Programmed to 111

Fully Erased. The Vth distribution arrangements are shown in

Fig. 4 (c).

III. RELATED RESEARCH

A. MLC NAND Flash Memory

In order to guarantee reliability for NAND Flash memory,

strong ECC is required. But, using stronger ECC leads to

a drop in performance, particularly for implementations that

sometimes require extra reads for soft-decoding, such as

LDPC. Using a simulated SSD which took into account

other factors that affect reliability including Bit Error Rate

(BER) and the variations between Flash chips, and using

endurance/data retention figures found by Cai [16] to calibrate

the simulation, a reliability/performance trade-off to estimate

the effect of read retry operations on the SSD was investigated

[17]. Results showed that the endurance figures given by the

manufacturers can be doubled when using read retry. The
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Fig. 4 Voltage Threshold Distribution for SLC, MLC and TLC

retention figures were also shown to be improved. However,

with this improvement in the lifetime length of the SSD, comes

a drop in performance. Also, when using a single BER all

chips in the SSD fail at the same time when they reach the

limit of their endurance. A single BER is used to define the

read level for one device. But, when using multi BERs, the

endurance of the whole SSD is based on the last chip that

fails.

Another issue with Flash memory is bad blocks - how to

deal with them and how to best use them to further enhance

reliability. In Wang and Wong [18], a wear leveling algorithm,

Bad Block Salvaging (BBS), reduced the number of worn-out

blocks by an average of 46.5%. The current wear leveling

methods look at data as either hot or cold, depending on how

often it is updated. Hot data is stored in blocks that have not

been used very much, while cold data is stored in blocks that

have been heavily used. To keep the blocks wearing evenly,

blocks with hot data can be swapped for blocks with cold data.

However, blocks will still wear out after a certain number of

P/E (program/erase) cycles. When the number of these bad

blocks reaches the limit defined by the ECC on the chip,

the entire chip is considered useless. However, within these

bad blocks, there may still be good pages which can be used.

BBS divides worn-out blocks into backing blocks, discarded

blocks and salavaged blocks, and reuses them as part of wear

leveling, with salvaged blocks swopped in to store cold data.

The results showed that this technique can lessen worn out

blocks by 46.5%.

A Block management scheme, Smart Retirement FTL

(SR-FTL), extends Flash memory life by reusing Flash

blocks which have been previously cycled to their maximum

manufacturer-specified P/E limits. It uses worn out blocks

to store any data that has a short retention time, while

also managing the reliability of these worn blocks, thereby

extending the life of other, unworn blocks [19]. The FTL uses

three methods - address mapping, wear leveling, and garbage

collection (GC). Currently, the FTL used in Solid State Drives

(SSDs) considers any blocks that wear out early as read-only

and not to be used further. However, this leaves a gradual

shortage of over-provisioning space, as these free blocks are

needed to replace the worn-out blocks which increase in

number, the more they are used.

When using NAND Flash memory in SSDs, there are a lot

of competing goals and many trade-offs and compromises.

The minimum number of P/E cycles acceptable for each

block on a chip is defined in the JEDEC specification [4],

and as such, there already exist certain trade-offs between

these defined cycles and the actual time required for data

retention - if there is data that has a retention need of less

than 1 year, then worn blocks can help by being used to gain

extra P/E cycles. ECC can also be tailored for the use case -

more powerful or less stringent can be employed for higher

or lower endurance requirements respectively. The affect of

write amplification on reliability is such that the more space

available for over-provisioning, the less GC is called, therefore

GC becomes more efficient, and the more often GC is called,

the less space is available for over-provisioning, and the more

write amplification is affected. Write amplification occurs

when GC and wear leveling cause data to be rewritten to

the Flash device [20]. Because of how Flash memory works,

before writing to a page, the entire block containing that

page must first be erased, even if only a single bit is to be

changed. Over the lifetime of the device, this additional work

affects the reliability of the device [21]. SF-FTL was shown

to successfully reduce wear on blocks by 44% to 84% when it

is used close to the manufacturer’s specified end of life [19].

A different method of extending the life of Flash memory

is by using data patterns. DPA (Data Pattern Aware) changes

the ratio of the ones and zeros in the data stored on the device,

thereby trying to decrease the appearance of patterns that are

affected by noise. This, in turn, decreases the overall cell

BER, which then increases system endurance [22]. When the

interfering cells were programed to 10 or 00, program errors

happened more often, and when the cells were programed to

00, retention time errors happened more often. Two extensions

of DPA are:

1) Pattern Probability Unbalance (DPA-PPU) - checks the

data ratio between the ones and zeros and depending on

how tight this is, uses either “de-correlation”, using XOR

operations between the neighbouring bytes to reduce the

ratio, or “scrambling”, to shake up the ratio of ones and

zeros

2) Data-Redundancy Management (DPA-DRM) - looks at

the redundant bits, as they have more random patterns,

and therefore, are more likely to have bit errors. These

redundant pages are stored in a block, separate to the

data pages, with a mapping table to store the redundant

page with its data page. These pages are then improved

by using a stronger BCH ECC.

A further extension on DPA-PPU is to change the size of

the data chunk, based on the number of P/E cycles - initially,

a large data chunk size is used, as the error rate is low, and so

the number of scrambling operations is less. This reduces the

efficiency of the scrambling. As the error rate grows, however,
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the chunk size is reduced, which makes the scrambling more

efficient, but also leads to more redundant bits. Experimental

results of a 3x or 4x lifetime extensions on MLC Flash

memory were shown, with ˜ 13% cost in performance.

Further work using data patterns found a reduction of

36% in BER and 97% interference for 4x-nm Flash memory,

and for 2x-nm Flash memory, a reduction of 48% BER

and 86% interference [23]. These results were achieved

by implementing a data randomisation scheme, based on a

pseudorandom generator seeded by address, therefore taking

into account all neighbouring cells in every direction. It was

found that the interference between cells has much more of an

effect on endurance than the effect of P/E cycling, and so the

patterns used in testing took into account neighbouring cells

on both the horizontal and vertical axis. This scheme did not

incur any large performance delays and positively increased

endurance in the chips tested.

When attempting to improve reliability of Flash memory, it

is also necessary to look at the physical restrictions impeding

a tight threshold voltage distribution width in a NAND

Flash array. A tight distribution is made possible by using

a program-and-verify algorithm, which can move the VT

distributions of a cell to a specific level, by changing the charge

in that cell’s floating gate. This movement is affected by the

program noise (PN) and random telegraph noise (RTN). With

the proper use of ECC’s, the restriction that affects VT the most

is when charge detraps from the tunnel oxide [24]. Results

of testing fresh NAND Flash devices using Incremental Step

Pulse Programing (ISPP) to investigate how tight the VT

distributions were during program operations, showed a linear

increase between the VT and the number of pulses applied,

because the applied amplitude is always a constant step, VS .

This is another limit on the program accuracy, as became

evident by programing cells in a page from the single level

(SL) of erased or programed, to the multi level (ML). The

results of these program operations showed that PN affects

the VT distribution more with a higher VS . RTN was almost

the same on all of the programed levels. However, the results

also showed that PN can be reduced if a smaller VS is used.

It was found that temperature had no affect on either PN or

RTN, and that P/E cycles created new oxide traps in the RTN,

which then caused even more widening of the VT distribution.

Results pertaining to the detrapping of charge during idle

or bake times show that this also causes a widening of

the VT distribution, due to the stress added by P/E cycles.

This was tested by doing two bakes, one after another,

and monitoring the VT distribution of the cells that had

previously been programed. The JEDEC specifications were

used to simulate real-world use. Charge detrapping causes

considerable widening of the erase, L0, distribution and less

widening of the three program distributions, L1, L2, and L3.

Of these programming distributions, the most widening occurs

in the L3 distribution, with some widening in L2 and very little

widening in L1.

Other works, such as Mohan et al. [25], have focused

more closely on exploring the trade-off between retention

and endurance. This was done, firstly, by developing a

model incorporating the results of running numerous P/E

cycles, along with the affect of recovery on the retention

of the memory. Secondly, the model was then used to

quantify the trade-off between the retention and endurance

of the memory, based on the lifetime use required by large

datacentres. Thirdly, a policy was developed to implement the

timely refresh of NAND Flash cells in SSDs, thereby further

extending the life of the hardware.

Building on previous work related to extending the lifetime

of NAND Flash memory by relaxing retention time [25]–[29],

WARM (write-hotness aware retention management) policy

was devised [30]. This also promotes data refresh, as does

[25], by refreshing pages that are most-often written to, i.e.

hot pages, and predicts endurance figures when using varying

retention times. This policy physically collects together the hot

pages in a device, separating them from the cold pages, thereby

making less work for the flash controller when choosing hot

pages to refresh. When these pages are separated into the hot

and cold sets of blocks, each set then has separate policies

applied to it.

Extending the lifetime of NAND Flash memory by looking

at the possibility of trading retention time for either/both

endurance and programing speed is another option [29].

By increasing the accuracy of programing, a decrease in

programing speed is caused. This allows for a larger amount of

cell noise, leading to longer endurance and, or, data retention.

Results show that by reducing retention time to 1 week the

endurance increases twice-fold and the normalised programing

speed (Vpp) increases from 0.2 to 0.345, and by reducing the

retention time even further to 1 day, the endurance increases

three-fold and the Vpp increase to 0.459.

There are also benefits of performing retention relaxation

early in the life of the Flash memory, because, as the memory

lives on, there is an increase in retention errors [28]. The

improvements found could then be used to speed up data

writes and use less ECC without a decrease in reliability. An

SSD model design was used with options to either improve

the speed of write operations or improve the cost of ECC -

each returning different retention times. The simulated results

showed an increase in write response speed of 1.8-5.7, as well

as ECC benefits.

Some work has been carried out using raw flash chips to

characterise and analyse NAND Flash memory errors. One

such experiment built and used an FPGA-based hardware

test platform to perform P/E cycles directly on the chips.

These tests involved continually erasing and then programing

a block with pseudorandom data, while at room temperature.

This resulted in the discovery of distinct errors, which were

then characterised and analysed, and found the most prevalent

errors were relating to retention [31], [27]. Cai et al. [26]

proposed three new methods to extend the time before data

becomes too corrupt for ECC to correct it:

1) remap stored data before it has too many errors to correct

2) reprogram data in-place, and then remap if required

3) takes into account the number of P/E cycles a page has

already gone through, and changes the rate at which both

reprograming and remapping is performed
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TABLE I
TLC VALUES

000 Fully Programmed
001
010
011
100
101
110
111 Fully Erased

B. TLC NAND Flash Memory

The theory of a TLC memory cell was proposed in 1997

[32]. This new cell would have a reduced capacity area and

efficient ECC. In 1995, a method of increasing the density of

the NAND Flash cells was proposed [33], using up to 4-bit

cells. This would require narrow Vth distributions and high

programming speeds.

It is our contention that TLC will suffer from the same

problems with reliability as both SLC [2] and MLC [34], but

to greater degrees. Instead of having two states, programmed

or erased, like in SLC, or four states, like in MLC, there are

now eight possible states for TLC, as displayed in Table I,

which means there is a far higher chance of Vth distributions

crossing read boundaries, leading to errors. Because of this,

the differences in endurance gradients across blocks and pages

in TLC needs to be characterised and quantified.

The layout of a TLC block and the BER on the block and

page level in a selection of individual blocks was mapped [35].

This research mapped a TLC page as having a Left and Right

MSB page, a Left and Right Central Significant Bit (CSB),

and a Left and Right LSB. To do this, firstly a typical layout

of a TLC chip was devised. Next, the BER was analysed, both

as an average across a number of blocks, and on individual

pages in a block. It was discovered that often the state of the

cell in question changed from “the highest level to the lowest

level”, rather than one level at a time. A theory proposed to

explain this was that the three bits in a TLC chip were not

being programmed at the same time, but instead, one at a time.

This meant that if an error occurred in either the first or second

bit, the state of the cell would be changed by more than one

level. Finally, a new ECC was designed, which would work

on all three bits simultaneously.

Reliability is a function of both endurance and retention, and

while the work mentioned above focused on ECC design, it

tested for endurance only, with no attempt at retention testing.

Furthermore, only a sample of blocks was trialled and so, no

endurance map applicable across devices could be drawn.

One major issue with all NAND Flash memory is its

vulnerability to disturb errors, particularly read-disturbs. These

errors appear when one cell is read multiple times, which

causes its neighbour cells to lose data. This happens because

cells in NAND are connected in a string, and cells in the

same string are affected accidentally when changes are made

to other cells in the string. With numerous accidental programs

to a neighbour cell, the logic state of the cell can be changed.

If the bits changed are above the ECC level, then a read-disturb

error happens. Read Reclaim (RR) attempts to prevent these

read disturbs before they occur [36], and was proven to reduce

the overall execution time for read retries by 50%, by finding

the blocks that are most often read and moving the data to

other, less read, blocks, before a read disturb error occurs.

However, this work used an FTL simulator based on trace

data, not raw Flash devices.

IV. THE TOOL CHAIN

The tool chain developed for use in this project is comprised

of a NAND Flash Utility Tester, Environmental Oven and

Graphical User Interface (GUI).

Fig. 5 Overview of test system

As shown in Fig. 5, the GUI is installed on a computer,

with the tester units connected via Ethernet cables. These, in

turn, are connected to daughter boards, on which the Devices

Under Test (DUT) are placed. On initialising the GUI, a

TCP/IP connection to the Linux on the tester unit is opened.

A grammar of commands are then used in order to run

program, read and erase operations, among other operations.

The Environmental Oven is used to run temperature controlled

test cycles - the oven is ported so the tester units can go

directly into these ovens.

V. CURRENT POSITION

To date, the research project has completed a number of

phases. Firstly, an Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) is in

place with a manufacturer. This allowed for the receipt of

a batch of preproduction TLC Flash part samples and a

preliminary datasheet. Following this, an initial set of tests

was performed. These tests allowed us to specify, and write, a

new driver requirement for the existing tester. Currently, more

specific characterisation tests are underway.

VI. FUTURE WORK

Characterisation of this Flash involves running initial

destruct tests, which, as mentioned above, are currently
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underway. These tests will cycle blocks until the BER exceeds

the ECC limit. This will result in the number of errors found

for each test block, and for every page in those blocks, for all

6 page types. They will also give the maximum endurance

for each tested block, which occurs when blocks are read

immediately after cycling (no retention). Next, the endurance

will be found for several retention levels. As the retention time

increases, the achievable endurance is expected to decrease.

Retention testing is performed by baking the devices for a

length of time, calculated using the Arrhenius Equation for

Reliability [37]. Following this period the devices will be

checked for post-retention errors. This involves comparing the

data which was read with the data which was written before the

retention bake. Devices from different wafers will be tested,

resulting in the endurance versus retention characteristic for

this NAND family. This will be repeated with devices from a

second NAND vendor.

Further work will be to investigate the impact of data

patterns on the reliability of TLC devices, both from the point

of view of manipulating the incoming data stream so that

high-error inducing data patterns are minimized, and also for

developing non-destructive test patterns for accelerated testing.

All of these results will help lay out the optimal trade-off

between endurance and retention, depending on the users’

desired outcome or application.

VII. CONCLUSION

The most relevant current literature on NAND Flash

memory was presented in this paper, with a focus on NAND

Flash memory and reliability, along with Flash memory life

extension - including read-disturb management [36], bad

blocks management [18] and [19], the use of data patterns

[22] and [23], physical issues when fitting cells into narrow

VT intervals [24], reliability/performance trade-offs [17], [28]-

[30], and ECCs [35]. Of this work, only two worked with

raw Flash chips [31], [27], albeit MLC (Multi-Level Cell)

NAND Flash memory. Most of this current work reviewed

used various Flash Translation Layer (FTL) and SSD (Solid

State Drive) simulators and models.

The work reviewed is not all the current research on

NAND Flash memory using TLC, nor is it all the research

on the reliability of NAND Flash memory, but it is all that

is relevant to this project. TLC Flash memory was used by

only two research groups - one looked at ECC [35], and

the other at read disturb errors [36], with the all testing

carried out using a simulator. Very little relevant research

used raw Flash chips, and at the time of writing, no relevant

current published research has been conducted on TLC raw

chips. These papers show that there is still a large gap in

the knowledge relating to TLC, both using raw flash chips,

and reliability trade-off incorporating both TLC and raw

chips. Furthermore, with the imminent introduction of 3D

geometry by many manufacturers, and its associated increase

in nano-scale structures such as floating gates, TLC cells are

currently set to be the cell architecture of choice going forward

[38].
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